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Introduction. To each singular point P of an algebraic curve C there is

associated the local ring of C at P and the completion of this local ring, called

the complete local ring at P. One approach to the problem of classification of

singular points is to consider as equivalent all singular points whose complete

local rings are isomorphic. The purpose of this paper is to obtain a scheme for

the classification of the complete local rings of those singular points that are cusps

or "one-branch" singularities.

This paper will be divided into five sections. In the first we show how the problem

of classification of complete local rings can be translated into a problem involving

the regular operation of an algebraic group on an abstract variety. The theory of

algebraic groups and algebraic groups as transformation groups on a variety has

been well developed in papers by Borel [1], Rosenlicht [5], and Weil [7]. Using

this theory, in the second section we prove a theorem that provides the required

solution. The third section records the construction of canonical forms for a non-

trivial example. In the fourth section we list complete sets of canonical forms for

certain simple classes of rings. In the final section we discuss the effect of the field

characteristic and the problem of extending this approach to "multiple-branch"

singularities.

1. The construction of the algebraic model. By a cusp we mean a singular

point P of the curve C whose local ring oP is contained in one and only one

valuation ring R of the function field Q(C), where Q is the universal domain. The

complete local ring o* at such a point is described by the following theorem.

Theorem 1. The complete local ring of a curve C at a cusp P is isomorphic

to a proper complete subring of the formal power series ringQ.{J_tJ] which contains

Q. and a conductor of of in fi[[i]].

Proof. If M is the maximal ideal of the valuation ring R, it can be shown there

exists an integer n so that M"cz oP. (See Theorem 2 in [6].) It follows that the

topology induced on oP as a subset of R is its own topology as a local ring. Since
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the completion of £ is isomorphic to í![[í]], the completion of oP may be identified

with a subring of £î [[*]]. P being a singular point, o* must be a proper subring

and of course contains Q.

Since t may be identified with a uniformizing parameter for the valuation ring R

and since the quotient field of oP is Q(C), it follows that t = eb¡9 where eb and 9 are

in Op. Considering these as power series, the orders of eb and 9 are relatively prime.

Thus there exists a minimal integer d such that there are elements in oP of order / for

all i ^ d. Since o* is complete, it follows that o* must contain the ideal td ■ Q[[r]].

This ideal is the conductor of o* in £i[[í]], Q.E.D. The integer d is called the

degree of the conductor.

It should be noted that any of the rings described by Theorem 1 can be obtained

from a cusp by taking polynomials in t that generate the maximal ideal of the

ring and using these as coordinates of a generic point for a curve.

The subring of Q [[i]] that we have identified with the complete local ring at a

cusp is not uniquely determined. We need to consider the group © of Q-auto-

morphisms of the ring £2[[i]]. Each such automorphism is uniquely defined by an

expression

í-n/(0 = a0í + a1/2 + •••,       a0#0.

Thus we may identify the elements of the group (5 with the set of power series of

order one. For any positive integer j, let ©; be the normal subgroup of© con-

sisting of all automorphisms for which u(f) has the form t + Ujti+i + ••-. We

recall that a connected algebraic group is solvable means it has a normal chain

of connected algebraic subgroups such that each algebraic factor group is bi-

regularly isomorphic to the additive or multiplicative group of £2. The following

theorem describes the factor group©/©;.

Theorem 2. The group ©/©,- is a connected solvable algebraic group.

Proof. The group ©/©^ may be represented by automorphisms of the form

a0t + ayt2 + ••• + aj-ytJ,       a0 # 0.

If AJ is the affine space of dimension j, ©/©j may be identified with the abstract

variety Aj — (a0 = 0). The group operation that © induces on the set of rep-

resentatives of ©/©j is defined rationally. Hence ©/©^ is a connected algebraic

group.

The mapping (a0t +•••)-*(a0) from© onto the multiplicative group of Q

is a homomorphism with kernel©i. The mapping (t + a¡t'+1 + •».)-* (a) from

©¡ onto the additive group of Q is a homomorphism with kernel ©i+1. It follows

that the group ©/©,- is a solvable algebraic group.    Q.E.D.

The degree d of the conductor is clearly an invariant for the group © operating

on the set of rings described by Theorem 1. If we consider the subclass of those
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rings with a fixed d, then each automorphism of ©d operates as the identity on

this subclass. Thus we may replace the group © with the solvable connected

algebraic group ©/©d.

It should be noted we are here using the term "© operates on a set of rings" in

the sense of abstract group theory. There remain two steps to complete our al-

gebraic model. The first is to prove that a certain subclass of rings (determined

by some numerical invariants) may be identified with an abstract variety. Then

we will show that the operation of the factor group ®/©d is in the sense of algebraic

geometry.

In what follows we will find it convenient to use the concept of constructible set,

introduced by Chevalley in [3]. A subset // of an abstract variety V is construc-

tible means it is the finite union of sets, each of which is the intersection of two

sets, one an open set and one a closed set in the Zariski topology for V. Cons-

structible sets have the following properties: The union and intersection of two

constructible sets are constructible, the complement in F of a constructible set is

constructible, and if H is a constructible subset of £ x £, the projection of H on

£ is a  constructible subset of £.

For each subring o of Q [[f]] there corresponds a semigroup of integers G(o)

consisting of the orders of elements of o. Each semigroup for the rings we are

considering is a proper subset of the positive integers and contains a minimal

integer d such that i =; d implies i is in G. By analogy we will call d the conductor

of the semigroup. It is clear that G(o) is an invariant under the group of auto-

morphisms®.

Let G be a fixed semigroup of positive integers with a conductor d. Let X be the

class of all complete local subrings of Q [[r]] such that G(o) = G. Our next step

is to show that the class of rings X may be represented by a constructible subset

of an affine space.

Let nx<n2< ■■■ <nr be the sequence of integers in G that are less than d.

Then for each / let miX < mi2 < ••• < mis. be the sequence of integers between n¡

and d that are not in G. The following lemma is immediate.

Lemma 1. For every ring o in X and for each i, 1 = i^r, there exists an

element cb¡(t) in o of the form

(1) cMO = t"'+ aiXtm" + ai2tm» + ... + a^t"""

and the set of constants

(a) = (axx,---,aXsi,---,arSr)

is uniquely determined by the ring o.

Lemma 1 implies we have an injection of the class of rings X into the affine space

AJ(j = 2Zs¡). Let H be the image of X under this map. We will now describe //.
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Theorem 3. The set H is a constructible subset of A'.

Proof. First let (a) be a generic point of A' over the prime field X. Let (cb(a, t))

be the set of r polynomials of form (1). Then for each (£) in A1 we define

the ring o(^) as the complete local subring of Í2[[í]] generated by the set of

polynomials (cb(c;,t)) and the ideal td- Í2[[í]]. If 0 is any ring in % and (<!;) is the

point of H corresponding to o by the mapping defined by Lemma 1, then o(£) = 0.

Let G(£) be the semigroup of positive integers corresponding to the ring o(£).

For each (£) in AJ, G c G(£). The elements of H can be characterized in this way:

(£) is in H if and only if G(£) = G.

If v is any integer not in G and greater than nx, define £v as the subset of Aj such

that (£) belongs to £v if and only if v belongs to G(ç). If each £v were constructible,

then H would be constructible because H can be described as the intersection of the

complement in Aj of the sets £v. Thus we are reduced to proving £„ is a con-

structible set.

Consider the set of expressions {9(x, a, t)} where each is of the form

i

(2) 0(x,a,t) = S xkMk
k = i

where the x's are variables and each Mk is some power product of polynomials in

the set (cb(a,t)). Also we assume each Mk in (2) is of order _ v with respect to t.

Thus the set of such 9 is finite.

For each 9 define the set £v9 as the set of all (£) in A1 for which there exist

constants (c) = (clt •••, c) so that 0(c, £, t) has order v. Since £v is the union of the

sets £vfl, we are reduced to proving £v8 is a constructible set.

In 9ix,a,t) let L1(a,x),--.,Ls(a,x) be the coefficients of powers of t of degree

< v and let Ls+1(a,x) be the coefficient of tv. £v9 is the set of all (£) for which the

linear form Ls+1(<^,x) is linearly independent of the forms Lyi£,x), •■•,Ls(Ç,x).

Let B(a) be the matrix of coefficients of the forms Ly,--,LS and D(a) the

matrix for the forms Lx,---,Li+x. Denote by Bll)(a) and D(,)(a) the determinants

of the / x i minors of these matrices. (£) is in £v9 if and only if the rank of /)(£) is

one more than the rank of B(i;). Thus £vfl is the finite union of sets of the form

Fm =  [fi (B«Xa) =0)1 - [fi (B(° (a) = 0)1 - [  f)   (D(i)(a) = 0)1 .
Li>m J \_i=m J Li="i+1 J

Since each £,„ is a constructible set, this completes the proof of Theorem 3.

We recall that a connected algebraic group D operates regularly on an abstract

variety V means that there is an operation in the sense of group theory and this

operation is given by an everywhere defined rational map from D x V onto V.

The following theorem will complete our algebraic model.

Theorem 4. There exists a regular operation of ©/©„ on A1 which is invariant
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on H and such that on H the operation is the same as that induced from the

operation of ®/®d on the class of rings X.

Proof. As before let (a) be a generic point of AJ over the prime field X and for

each i, 1 ^ i ^ r, let cb¡(a, t) be the polynomial defined by expression (1). Let

a(t) = a0t + axt2 + --^oco # 0, represent an element of ®/®d which is generic

over K(a).

To define the operation of ®/©d on AJ we define a(a) by the polynomials

(3) (pAXa), t) = — Ha,«it))- I Pik(a,a)cbk(a,a(t)) - 9
aol k>i

where (A) 0 is an element of D. [[t]] of order S; d chosen so that the right side of (3)

has no powers of t of degree = d, (B) Pik(a,a) is the quotient of a polynomial

in X[a,a] by a power of a0, and (C) the expressions Plk(a,a) axe uniquely

determined by the requirement that the right side of (3) have a zero coefficient

for each power f, k > i.

The operation (a, a) -* ¡x(a) is an everywhere defined rational map of ®/©d x AJ

onto A'. If ß is a second element of ®/©d and ßa. is the automorphism which is the

product of a followed by ß, by direct computation it follows that ßot(a) = ß(<x(a)).

Thus (3) defines a regular operation of ®/©d on A1.

Now consider (¿j) in H. o(£) is generated by the set of polynomials {(/>(£, i)}

plus the ideal C = td • Í2[[í]]. o(a(¿;)) is the complete local ring generated by the

polynomials {c6(a(¿;), r)} and C. But (3) implies that {</>(£, a(f))} plus C is also a set

of generators for the ring o(o.(Ç)). Therefore o(a(¿;)) is in the class X, a(¿;) is in //,

and the set H is invariant under this operation. Q.E.D.

We have now constructed a model in which we have a solvable connected al-

gebraic group operating regularly on an abstract variety. This is a situation that

belongs to the theory of algebraic groups and is described by the following theorem.

Theorem 5. //§ is a connected solvable algebraic group operating regularly

on an abstract variety V, there exists a constructible subset W of V such that for

each v in V there exists a unique w in W such that v is in $>w.

This theorem will be proved later, after we have completed the discussion of

the complete local subrings of Q[[i]].

By applying Theorem 5 to the operation of (5/(5d on A' and by considering

Wx = W n H, we derive the following result.

Theorem 6. There exists a constructible subset Wx cz AJ such that for any

ring o in X there exists a unique element (¿;) in Wx so that o and the ring {)(£) are

equivalent by the group ®.

If 0 is a complete local ring contained in fi[[i]], then 6X,---,GS is a minimal

set of generators which means that the ring generated by a proper subset will be a
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proper subring. This is equivalent to the assertion that 9y,---,9s represents a basis

for the Q-vector space M/M2, M being the maximal ideal of o. The number of

elements in a minimal set of generators for o is an invariant under the operation

of the group.

Theorem 6 implies that each equivalence class of rings in X is uniquely rep-

resented by the coefficients of r polynomials in a ring o(£) where (<!;) is in the

constructible subset Wx. We intend to improve the statement of Theorem 6,

by reducing the set of polynomials representing o(Ç) to a minimal set of generators

of o(^) and so that the coefficients of these polynomials will be parametrized

by a constructible set in an affine subspace of AJ.

To each ring o in % there is associated an increasing sequence of integers

m(o) = (mx,---,ms, ■■■, m¡) where this is the set of all integers in the semigroup

G such that o has no elements in M2 of order m¡. We denote by ms the integer of

m(o) such that ms< d and ms+1 ^ d. m(o) is an invariant under the operation

of © and there are only a finite number of sets possible for the rings in %. Thus % is

partitioned into a finite number of invariant subclasses by the sets of integers m(o).

Let (m) = (my, ■■■,ms,---,m) be one of the sets described in the previous para-

graph. Define %(m) as the subclass of rings o in % so that m(o) —(m). The following

lemma proceeds directly from the definitions.

Lemma 2. // o is any ring ofX(m) and if(9y,---,9) is any set of elements of o

such that each 9X is of order m¡, respectively, then (9y,---,9) is a minimal set of

generators for a.

The set of integers (m) must be a subset of the set of integers (n) which form

a minimal set of generators for the semigroup G. Suppose v is in (n) and v < d.

Then v is one of the integers n¡ and there will be an element of order v = n¡ in M2

of o(0 if and only if n¡ is in the semigroup of integers corresponding to the

complete local ring generated by (</>,(£,r) ,•••, <pf_,(£,?)). If v 5: d there will be

an element of order v in M2 of o(£) if and only if v is in the semigroup for the

ring generated by (cby(<;,t),—,cbr(l;,t),td,---,tv~l).

The scheme used to prove Theorem 3 is applicable here and implies that for

each such v there exists a constructible subset £v of AJ such that there is an element

of order v in M2 of o(Ç) if and only if (<!;) is in £v. Thus o(£) belongs to %im) if and

only if (0 is not in £v for v in (m) and (£) is in £v for the v's not in (m). Hence we

have proved the following lemma.

Lemma 3. The subset H y of H which consists of all ((;) in AJ such that o(£) is

in %(m) is a constructible subset of A'.

Now if we define W2 = H y n Wy where Wy is the set described in Theorem 6,

then for each o in Z(m) there exists a unique (£) in W2 such that o is equivalent

to o(£) by the group ©. Denote by Ak the affine subspace of A' which represents
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the coefficients of those polynomials 4>i(a,i) = t"! + ••• for which n¡ appears in the

set (m). W2 being constructible, if Z is the projection of W2 on Ak, Z is a con-

structible subset of Ak. Furthermore the projection on W2 on Ak is one-to-one.

This completes the proof of the improved version of Theorem 6. Before we sum-

marize these results as Theorem 7, we will restate the symbols and definitions

needed to express this theorem.

X(m) is the class of all complete local subrings o of Q[[r]] with a conductor

and satisfying: (1) For each o, the semigroup G(o) is a fixed semigroup G with

conductor d > 0. (2) (m) = (mx,---,m¡) axe the integers of G that are the orders

of a minimal set of generators of o. (ms < d and ms + x ̂  d.)

Then for each m¡, 1 2* i ¿ s, let piX ,■■■, pir¡ be the sequence of integers between

m¡ and d that are not in G and define the polynomials.

6fjb,t) = t""+ bixtp" + ••• + &„/'".

Then Ak (k = Zr¡) is the affine space of coefficients for the set of polynomials

(0(b, t)). The final result of this discussion is the following.

Theorem 7. There exists a constructible subset Z of Ak such that for any

ring o in X(m) there is a unique point (b') in Z so that o is equivalent by the

group © of Q-automorphisms o/D.[[r]] to the complete local ring with a minimal

set of generators

(ox(b',t),-,es(b',t),tm°+\-,n.

2. A theorem concerning algebraic groups. In this section we will prove

Theorem 5. This theorem belongs to the theory of algebraic groups which has been

definitively outlined in papers by Borel, Rosenlicht, and Weil. In the proof we

will use freely the terminology and results of [5] and [7]. We recall that § is a

connected solvable algebraic group operating regularly on an abstract variety V

and we are to find a constructible subset IF of F so that for each t; in V there is a

unique w in   W with  v in §vv,

Induction on dim(F) provides a proof of the following preliminary remark:

If F is a proper, closed subset of V such that §£ = £, then it will suffice to prove

the theorem for the abstract variety V— F,

Then let T be the variety of §-orbits on V and x the natural rational map from

F to T (cf. Theorem 2 of [5]). T is uniquely determined up to a birational corre-

spondence. By a proposition of Weil's (cf. Appendix, Proposition 8 of [7]) there is

a closed subset £ of F such that t is a regular on V — F. We will show £ may be

chosen invariant under §.

Let g be in § and k a field of definition for <q, V, and the operation of § on V.

Let v be a generic point for V over k(g). Since k(g, v) = k(g, gv), gv is generic for V

over k(g). Therefore by the fundamental property defining x and T, x(v) = x(gv).

Thus the rational map t equals the rational map xg on V. Let x be regular at a point
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p. Then xg is regular at p and x is regular at gp. It also follows that i(p) = r(gp).

Thus t is regular at p if and only if t is regular at gp.

Since x is regular on V — F, then x must be regular on V — gF for any

g in §. If we let £t = (Jg£ it follows that % is regular on F — £t where £t is a

proper closed subset of V that is invariant under §>. Then applying our preliminary

remark, it suffices to prove the theorem for an abstract variety V which satisfies

the additional assumption that the rational map x from V to the variety of §-

orbits T is regular on V.

The hypothesis that § is a solvable connected algebraic group operating regularly

on V implies the existence of a cross-section cr, i.e. a is a rational map, a: T -> V

such that xg = 1 (cf. Theorem 10 in [5]).

There exists a smallest, proper closed subset Ty c T such that <r is regular

onT-Ty.Let V =V - t_1(T.) and T = T -Ty. x~\Ty) is a proper closed

subset of V that is invariant under §, ff(T') c: I7,' T' is a variety of §-orbits on V,

x is regular on V and the cross-section o is regular on 7". Thus we are reduced

to proving the theorem under the additional assumptions that x is regular on V

and a is regular on T.

The cross-section o is a rational map from T to the variety o(T). o is regular on T

and generically surjective on o(T). Another proposition of Weil's (cf. Appendix,

Proposition 10 of [7]) asserts that under these conditions there exists a set

W c o(T) c fj(T) such that W is an open dense subset of o(T),

Let k be a field of definition for §, F, solvability of §, operation of § onF, x, a,

c(T), and for the components of the complement of W in o(T).

Now W may be considered as an abstract variety, defined over k. Thus

g x w-+ gw is a rational map from § x W -+ V that is regular on §> x W and

defined over k. There is a point p which is generic for o(T) over k (and hence p is

in W) and an element g in § such that gp is generic for V over fc (cf. Theorem 10

in [5]). It follows that the rational map § x W -* K is generically surjective. Thus

there exists a proper closed subset £ of F such that V = F — £ c: §>W. By re-

placing £ by [JgF if necessary we may suppose that £ is invariant under £j. Then

it suffices to prove the theorem for this abstract variety. (This is the third and

final reduction.)

If we define W as the intersection of W with the complement of £ in F then

V'=§)W follows by straightforward computation. We assert that W is the

required constructible subset of V". Suppose p is in V with p = gyw[ = g2w2

where the w[ are in W. Now W cz W c o(T) implies w[ = o(t) with í¡ in T.

Then for i = 1,2, x(p) = x(glw'l) = x(w[) = t(o-(í¡)) = r¡. Thus ty = t2 and w[ = w2.

We have shown that each element of V is equivalent by the group § to a unique

element of W. This completes the proof of Theorem 5 of the first section.

3. The construction of canonical forms for an example. We have proved the

existence of a solution to the problem of finding canonical forms for the generators
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of complete local subrings o of Q[[r]] that have a conductor. The answer is that

the coefficients occuring in these canonical forms will be parametrized by a union

of constructible subsets of the corresponding affine space.

The general theory gives no indication of methods to use in the construction

of these constructible subsets of the affine space of coefficients. Moreover a single

point as well as affine varieties and affine subspaces are in the category of con-

structible subset. The general theory gives no hint concerning the possibility of

the constructible subsets being of a special type.

In this section we will compute these constructible subsets for a specific

example. We are including these computations for three purposes: first, to

illustrate elementary devices that can be used to compute canonical forms; second,

to indicate that these computed canonical forms do not yield affine subspaces

or affine varieties in every instance; third, to compare the difference in effect of

automorphisms of the form / -» et, c # 0, and those of the form t -* t + cf + 1 4- ■••.

Let X be the class of complete local subrings o of Q [[r]] such that o has

a minimal set of generators consisting of a pair (u(t), v(t)) with order (u) = 5 and

order (¡;) = 9. By using a step-by-step procedure we will calculate canonical forms

for this class of rings.

The semigroup G consisting of the orders of elements of o is

G = {5,9,10,14,15,18,19,20,23,24,25,27,28,29,30,32, n> 32}.

Now certain integers will arise in the computation and the forms we compute will

hold for all characteristics p prime to these integers. However to avoid enumeration

of special cases, we will simply assume characteristic = 0.

Since fi[[t]] is complete, we can find a power series ux(t) so that u\ = u.

Applying the automorphism t->ux(t) we have that each ring in X is equivalent

to a ring with first generator ts. Moreover let v be in G, v = ¡5 +j9 where i,j axe

non-negative integers. If v(t) has the term ctv, c # 0, then the pair

(u(t), v(t) - cui(t)vJ (t))

is also a set of generators for o. Hence we have proved that any ring in X

is equivalent to a ring with a pair of generators of the form A:

(t5,t9 + atll + bt12 + ci13 + dt16 + et11 +ft21 + gt22 + ht26 + it31).

We will note that each pair of generators of form A determines a distinct ring.

The problem is to find a subset of rings of this form so that each ring with genera-

tors of form A is equivalent to one and only one ring in the subset. We will first

consider the group ©i of automorphisms of the form t -* t -1—.An automorphism

of the form r-> t+ ¿>vtv+1 + ■••, bv j= 0, will be said to be an unipotent auto-

morphism of height v.

Before we begin the computation of canonical forms for rings with generators
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of form A we will prove three lemmas. Each of these describes a device used to

reduce form A to canonical form. It will be convenient to describe each of these

only once. Let mx < m2 < ■•■ < ms be the sequence of integers between 9 and 32

that are not in G.

Lemma 1. // 5 + m¡ — 9 is in G, then any ring ox with generators of the form

(t5,t9 + axt "»+ ••• + aj_, tm'-1 + ajtmj + •••)

is equivalent to a ring with generators of the same form with a¡ = 0 and ak

unchanged for k <j.

Proof. Apply the automorphism f-> t — (l/9)a,i(mj_9,+ 1. The image of the

ring Oj is a ring o2 with generators

i5-^a/+mj_9 + ---,t9-l-ci1tmi+ ••• +aj-,tmj-' + 0- tmj + •••) .

Since 5 + m¡ — 9 is in G, this power of / can be removed from the first generator.

Then by a second unipotent automorpism (of height v > m¡ — 9) we obtain a ring

03 with generators of form A. For o3, (ax, ■■•,aJ_x) will be the same as for ox and

&j will be 0.

Lemma 2. // mk = m¡ + i • 5, then any ring ox with generators of the form

(t5,t9 + ajfs+ ■■■)       with aj^O

is equivalent to a ring with generators of the same form with ak = 0 and at

unchanged for I < k .

Proof. Apply the automorphism t -» t + Zt1+rS. The image of the ring ox is a

ring o2 with generators of the form

(i5, i9 + aß m'+ 9Zt9 + 5i + \_a-mfl + ak]tmk+■■■).

Subtracting 9Z • t'5 • [t9 + •••] from the second generator gives a second generator

of the form

í9 + a¡tm¡ +■■■ + {a/ntj - 9)Z + aj t mk+ •••.

Since (mj — 9)aj # 0, we can choose Z so the coefficient of tmk is 0 while the a,

remain unchanged for / < k.

Lemma 3. ^4n,y ring ox with generators of the form

(t5,t9 + bti2 + dt16 +ft21 + ■■■)       with b*0

is equivalent to a ring with generators of the same form with / = 0 and b, d

unchanged.
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Proof. Apply the automorphism i-> t + Zt9 + i. The image of ox is a ring o2

with generators of the form

(t5 + SZtlA + -,t9 + btX2 + rfr16 + 9Zt18 + [126Z +/] i21 + •■•).

The element of order 14 in this ring is t14 + btxl + ••• and the element of order

18 is i18 + 2f>i21 + •••. Hence o2 will have generators ofthat form

(î5 - 5bZi17 + ...,i9 + bt12 + dtx6 + \_-6bZ +/]i21 + •••).

Now apply to o2 the automorphism t->t + Ytx2 + X. Then the ring o3 will have

generators of the form

(t5 + [57 - 56Z]i17 + ••-,i9 + bt12 + dtX6 + [9Y - 6Z +/]i21 + •••).

We can choose Y and Z so the coefficient of t11 in the first generator and the

coefficient of i21 in the second generator are both 0. Then by applying a final

unipotent automorphism of height v > 12, we can obtain a ring o4 with generators

in the original form with / = 0 and with b, d unchanged. This completes the

proofs of these three lemmas.

If the image of a ring o with generators of form A by a unipotent automorphism

i-»-1 + cvtv+1 + ■■• is a ring of the same form, then v > 3. (For otherwise the

first generator could not be t5.)

By Lemma 1 we can obtain an equivalent ring with generators of form B:

(ts,t9 + atxl+ bt12 + dt16 + et11 +ft21 + gt22 + ht26 + it31).

If a unipotent automorphism transforms a ring of this form into a ring of the

same form, then v > 4. (For if v = 4, the second generator would have a term I13.)

Now a and b are invariants for the operation of ©x on these rings and it is necessary

now to divide the consideration into three cases — Case 1: a j¡= 0, Case 2: a = 0,

b # 0, Case 3 : a = 0, b = 0.

Case 1 : a^0. By applying Lemma 2, we obtain an equivalent ring of the

same form with d = 0. Then for a ring of this form (d = 0) to remain in the same

form, v > 5. Now v # 6,7, or 8 for otherwise t5 could not be the first generator. Hence

the only unipotent automorphisms leaving form B unchanged where a # 0 and

d = 0 are those with v > 8. This means the constants a, b, e are invariants for

unipotent automorphisms.

Then to conclude Case 1, by alternating the applications of Lemmas 2

and 1, we can obtain an equivalent ring with generators of form B and with

/ = g = h = i = 0. Hence any ring of form B with a ^ 0 is equivalent to a ring

with generators of the form

(í5,í9 + ai11 + bt12 + et11)

and none of these rings can be equivalent by unipotent automorphisms.
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Case 2: a = 0, b^O. By applying Lemma 2, we obtain an equivalent ring

of form B with e = 0. Then for a ring of this form (a = 0, e = 0) to remain in

the same form by any unipotent automorphism, v > 8. This implies the constants

b and d axe invariants for unipotent automorphisms.

By applying Lemma 3, we obtain an equivalent ring of the same form with/ = 0.

By applying Lemma 1, g = 0. By the same computational scheme used in Lemma 3,

h = 0. (This time the initial automorphism would be t-*t + Zt14+1.) Finally

by Lemma 1, i = 0. Hence we have shown that any ring of form B with a = 0,

and b # 0 is equivalent to a ring with generators of the form

(í5,í9 + í>í12 + ¿í16)

and moreover none of these rings is equivalent by unipotent automorphisms.

Case 3: a = 0, b = 0. We are now considering the set of rings with generators

of form C :

(t5,r9 + dt16 + et11 +ft21 + gt22 + ht26 + it31).

From our arguments above, we know that the only unipotent automorphism

of height v < 9 that would leave form C invariant would be i-> t + Zt5 + i. But

such an automorphism would leave d and e invariant. Thus we may divide Case 3

into three subcases: Case 3.1 : d # 0, Case 3.2: d = 0, e # 0, Case 3.3: d = e =0.

Case 3.1: form C with d ¥ 0. By alternate applications of Lemmas 2 and 1,

any ring with generators of form C and d # 0 is equivalent to a ring with generators

of the form

(t5,t9 + dt16 + et11)

and moreover none of these can be equivalent by unipotent automorphisms.

Case 3.2: form C with d = 0 and e # 0. The unipotent automorphisms of

height v = 5, t->t + Zts + i will not affect this form. As before v# 6,7,8. By

using the device of Lemma 3 we can obtain an equivalent ring of form C with

h = 0. By Lemma 1 we can obtain an equivalent ring with g = i = 0. Hence any

ring in this case is equivalent to a ring of the form

(t5,t9 + et17+ft21).

If there were to be rings of this form equivalent by unipotent automorphisms

the height of these would have to be v > 9. But t -* t + Zti0+1 will not affect this

form while unipotent automorphisms of heights 11 and 12 are not allowable

because i5 would then not be the first generator. Hence none of the above rings

can be equivalent by unipotent automorphisms.

Case 3.3. We are here considering rings with generators of form D:

(t5,t9+ft2l + gt22 + ht26 + it31).

Now/is invariant for any unipotent automorphism that leaves this form invariant.

We then divide this case into two subcases, Case 3.31 :f ¥=0 and Case 3.32:/ = 0.
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Case 3.31 : form D with / # 0. By alternate applications of Lemmas 1 and 2

we can obtain an equivalent ring of form D with g = n = i = 0. Hence the canonical

form for Case 3.31 is

(í5,í9+/í21).

Case 3.32: form D with/ = 0. By Lemma 1 we can take g = 0. Hence we are

considering rings with generators of form £:

(t5,t9 + ht26 + it3i).

The coefficient n is invariant for any unipotent automorphism that leaves this

form invariant. By Lemma 1 we find an equivalent ring of form £ with i = 0.

Hence the canonical form for Case 3.32 is

(í5,í9 + ñí26).

We are now ready to summarize the effect of the group of unipotent auto-

morphisms on the set of rings X.

Summary. Any ring in class X is equivalent to a ring with generators of one of

the following forms:

(1) (t5,t9 + at11 + bt12 + et11), a * 0.

(2) (t5,t9 + btl2 + dt^), b^O.

(3) (r5,í9 + dí16 + eí17), d # 0.

(4) (í5,í9 + eí17+/í21), e#0.

(5)(í5,t9+/í21),/#0.

(6) (t5,t9 + ht26), n^0.

(7) (í5,í9).

Moreover, none of these can be equivalent by unipotent automorphisms.

Since every automotrphism in © is the product of an unipotent automorpism

and an automorphism t -> Çt, { ^ 0, it remains to analyze the effect of this latter

type of automorphism on the forms listed above.

If the automorphism t ->■ t\t is applied to the ring with generators

(t5,t9 + aytmi + - + af),

the image is the ring with generatotrs

(í5,í9 + çm>-9aytmi +... + r"~ V")-

Canonical forms are found for these automorphisms by the device described in the

following lemma.

Lemma 4. // the affine space AJ has coordinates (x) = (xy,x2,---,Xj) and

if U is the subset of A3 defined by Xy ■ x2---xJ¥:0, and if the multiplicative

group of the field Q operates on U by the formula £(x) = i<;ViXy, ■••,(;VJxJ) where

each v¡ is a positive integer, then there exists a polynomial ¿>(x) such that each

point of U is equivalent to one and only one point of U n($(x) = 0).
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Proof. First assume v¡ = g.c.d. (vx, •••, vj). Then take cb(x) = x¡ — 1.

<bitix)) = f % - 1 and for (a) in 17, if £ - (l/fl/)1/v', ¿«(a)) = 0. Moreover,

cb(a) = c6(i;(a)) = 0 implies ¿f" = 1 for each vk and hence £(a) = (a).

Now assume k = g.c.d. (v^ •••,vJ) and k is not one of the vf's. Write k in the form

k = Phvh + ■■■ + mrvtr - pJivJl-ftjVj.

where the p's axe positive integers. Now let

cb(x) = x^-xf'f-xfl'-x"Ji-.

Then we have for any (a) in U and any t\ # 0 in il,

Clearly t\ can be chosen so that cb(ifaf) = 0. Moreover cb(b) = 0 and cb(^(b)) = 0

implies ¿* - 1. Then ^(i>) = (è). Q.E.D.

Applying the procedure of Lemma 4 to the forms computed previously, we have

the following conclusion:

Theorem. .<4n)> ring in class X is equivalvnt to one and only one ring with

generators of one of the following canonical forms:

(1) (i5,i9 + at11 + at12 + et11), ai=0 and e any constant,

(ts,t9 + t11 + et11), e any constant.

(2) (t5,t9 + bt12 + b2t16),b¥0;

(ts,t9 + t12).

(3) (í5,í9 + £Jí16 + c/í17), d#0;

(í5,í9 + í16).

(4) (í5,í9 + eí17 + eí21), e#0;

(í5,í9 + í17).

(5)(í5,í9 + í21).

(6) (t5,t9 + t26).

(l)(t5,t9).

A. A listing of canonical forms for the simplest cases. This section will include a

listing of canonical forms for the complete local subrings o of íí[[t]] for certain

special cases. The characteristic is assumed to be 0. The computational methods

by which these representative rings were obtained are fully illustrated in the

previous section.

First we must introduce some notation. If the smallest integer in the semigroup

G(o) is n, we will say that o is of order n and the corresponding singular point may

be termed a cusp of order n. The numerical invariant dimnM/M2 equals the

number of elements in a minimal set of generators for o. If dimrjM/M2 = 2, there

will be a plane curve having o as the complete local ring of one of its singular

points.
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Let m denote the smallest integer in G(o) that is not a multiple of n and in case

dimf!M/M2 = 3, let r be the third integer in G(o) such that there are no elements

in M2 of order r.

We now list representative rings for all cases for which n = 2 or 3 and also for

n = 4, m < 12 in the case of plane curves. Of course we list the rings by listing

generators.

n   = 2, m an odd integer: (f2, t'").

n  = 3 : dimnM/M2 = 2.

m = 4:(í3,í4).

m =  5:(í3,í5).

m = 7:(í3,í7), (í3, t7 + í8).

m = 8:03,t8),(í3,í8 + í10).

m = 3q + l,q>2:(t3,t3q + i),(t3,t3q+1 + t3q+2),(t3,t3q+1 + í3(í+1) + 2),--,

(t3,í39+1+i3(29_2) + 2).

m = 3a + 2, q > 2: (t3,t3q + 2), (t3,t3q + 2 + r3(í+1)+1),(í3,r3«+2 + í3(9+2)+1),-,
(.3^39 + 2 + í3(2«-l) + l)_

n   = 3:dimíiM/M2 = 3.

m = 4, r = 5:(í3,í4,í5).

m = 5, r = 7:(í3,í5,r7).

m = 7, r = 8:(í3,í7,í8).

m = 7, r =  11: (t3,!7,!11), (í3,í7 + t8,ín).

m = 8, r =  10:(í3,í8,í10).

m = 8, r =  13:(í3,í8,í13), (í3,í8 + í10,í13).

m = 3« + 1, a > 2: (í3,í3í+1,í3(9+í)+2),(í3,í3<!+1 + i»**»**,?******),...,

rt3   f3«+l+ í3(S + £-l) + 2   t3(9 + ¡)+2^

r   = 3iq + i) + 2.

0 z%  i ^ q - 1.

m = 3g + 2, a > 2: (í3,í3«+2,í3("+i) + 1), (r3, t3q+2 + p*+»*\p<»*** i),...,

(f3   t3q+2,    t3(q + i-l)+l   ^(í + O+l-,
r =3(a + i)+L U ,f       +í »' >'

1 ^i^g.

We  will now list generators for the representative rings  for  n = 4 and

dimnM/M2 = 2.

m = 5:(/4,í5), (t4,t5 + í7).

m = 6: (í4, í6 + ív) where v is any odd integer > 6. v is a numerical invariant

and the degree of the conductor d is a function of v.

m = 7: (r4, í7), (i4, i7 + i9), (i4, i7 + i13).

m = 9: (t4,í9 + í10 + at11), a any constant # 18/19;

18
(i4, i9 + i10 + TT r11 + bt15), b any constant;

(í4,(9 + í15),(í4,í9 + t19),(í4,í9).
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m = 10: Any such ring o is equivalent to a ring with generators of the form

(r4, t10 + ctv-\—) where v is some odd integer, v is a numerical invariant. Hence

we consider each case separately.

m = 10,  v — 11: (t4,í10 + t11 + bt13) where b is any constant.

v = 13: (tA,t10 + at13 + bt15) where a # 0, a2 - b = 0, and

(t4,t10 + i13)-

v = 10 + 2j+l:(/4,í10 + aí10 + 2í+1 + fcí10 + 2^ + 3)    where    a * 0,

aJ+1-bJ=0,j = l,2,-and(í4,í,0 + í10+2j + 1).

m =  11 : (í4, í11 + at13 + at14), a any nonzero constant.

(iV1 + at14 + a2t18), a#0.

(i4, t1 » + i14), (t4, t11 + t1 7), (t4, tu+t21), (i4, tll+t25), (i4, r11)-

Canonical forms for these local rings had received study previously in a paper

by Kasner and DeCicco [4]. They studied only the case of plane curves (i.e.

dimfiM/M2 = 2) and called the pair of integers (n, m) a species. Their main result

in [4] was to determine which species had only finitely many representations and

which species contained at least a one-parameter family of rings, none of which

were equivalent.

For n = 2 and 3 there are only finitely many forms corresponding to each species.

The species (4,5) and (4,7) are also finite. The species (4,6) may be subdivided into

subspecies by the invariant v mentioned above. Each subspecies has only one

representative. Then it can be shown that for all other species, the canonical forms

contain at least one one-parameter family of rings, no two of which are equivalent

by the group®.

Another invariant which is useful in measuring the complexity of cusps is

«5 = dimn?j/o, where 5 is the integral closure of o. This is called the degree of the

singularity. We will now list all complete local rings for cusps for which ô í£ 6.

We note that the set of representative rings for <5 < 6 is finite while <5 =6 contains

a one-parameter family of rings.

5 = 1:  (t2,t3).

0 = 2:   (t2,t5),(t3,t4,t5).

0 = 3:   (t2,í7),(t3,í4),(í3,t5,í7),(t4,t5,í6,?7).

ô = A:   (t2,t9), (t3,t5), (t3,t\t*), (t\t5,t6), (í4,í5,t7), (t4,t6,t\t9),

(í5,í6,t7,í8,í9).

ô = 5:   (t2,í11),(í3,í7,í11),(í3,t7 + í8,í11), (t3,íV°),(í4,í5,íu),

(t4, ts + f, t11), (t\ t6, f), (/, t6, t9, t11), (t\ t6 + t1, t9, t1 '),

(í4,í7,t9,í10), í/,í6,r7,í8), (í5,í6,í7,í9), (t5,t6,t8,t9),

(tVVVV11),^7,^9,/10,!11).
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«5 = 6:  it2,t13),it3,f),it3,f + t8),it3,t8,t13),it3,ts + tl0,t13),it\t5),

(t\t5 + í7), (í4,í6,í9), (í4,í6 + íV1), (í* í*,í",í»),

(í4, í6 + í9, í11, í13), (í4, t\ t9), (t\ f, t9 + tí0), (t\ t9, í10, í11),

(í5, í6, í7), (í5, í6 + í9, f), it5, t6 + í8, í7), (í5, í6 + ats + at9, i1),

where a is any nonzero constant, (í5, t6, t8), (í5, t6 + t1, t8),

(t5,t6,t9,t13), (t5,f,t\t9), (/.tV,*11), (íW + íV1),

it5,t\t9,tl\t13), (t5,í7 + í8,í9,í11,/13), it5,t8,t9,tlí,tí2),

(/,t7,í8,fv°), Í/.ÍVW1), (ÍV.ÍW1),
it6, t\ t9, Í10, t11), (f6, í8, Í9, t10, t", í13), (i7, Í8, t9, t10, t", i12, Í13).

5. Remarks  concerning field  characteristic  and  multiple-branch   singularities.

In this section we will briefly discuss the significance of the field characteristic.

For most characteristics p # 0 the forms will remain the same as for p = 0.

However it is not just in the case of p dividing n or m that the forms will change.

For example the species (4,9) contains the canonical form

(íV + ^+ü^ + fcí15).

Clearly this is changed for p = 19.

The most striking changes occur when p does divide n or m. If p| n, then the first

generator cannot always be taken in the form i". Consider the species (3,8). For the

usual case there are only two nonequivalent forms: (i3,f8) and (i3,!8 + t10).

For characteristic p = 3, the canonical forms are:

(i3 + r4, t8), (t3 + i5 + ct1, i8) c arbitrary, (í3 + í7, i8),

(i3 + bt5 + b2f + b3t10,t8) b arbitrary except b ¿ 0, (t3 + tl0,t8)

(t3 + tl3,t8),(t3,t8).

Notice that we have here two one-parameter families among the representatives.

The purpose of this final section is to discuss the case of "multiple-branch"

singularities. First we recall what is meant by this terminology. If C is a curve, P a

singular point of C, and oP the local ring of C at P, the number of branches of C

at P means the number of nontrivial valuation rings of fi(C) which contain oP.

We will now describe the complete local ring for a two-branch singularity at P.

Let Ry and £2 be the two valuation rings of fi(C) containing oP. The integral

closure of oP is S = Ry O£2. Since oP is a subspace of S, o* the completion of oP

will be a subring and subspace of S*, the completion of S.

It is shown in [2] that S* is the direct product of the completions of Ry and £2.

Hence S* is isomorphic to the direct product fî[[s]] x Q[[i]] where s and t are

indeterminates. There exists a conductor, i.e. integers d and d' such that (sv, 0)

and (0,f) are in o* for v = d, p = d'. Moreover a pair of power series (eb(s), 9(t))

in o* must satisfy cb(0) = 0(0).

Thus we may consider oP as a subring of the power series ring Q[[s, i]] where
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we define the product s-1 = 0. There is an integer N so that all powers of s and

t ^ N axe in o%

Let £ be the group of i2-automorphisms of £2[[s, r]] where s ■ t = 0. The

automorphisms of fi are of two types:

(I) s^s' = cb(s),    t-*t' = 0it),

(II) s-+s' = (b(t),    t-+t' = 9(s)

where cb and Ö are power series of order one. Consider the class X of all those rings

containing all powers of s and t that are 2: N. Define QN as the subgroup of auto-

morphisms of the form

s^s + asN+ —,     t^>t + btN + ■■■.

Then 2./S.N is a solvable algebraic group whose operation on the rings of class X

coincides with the operation of £. However S./2N is not connected. The two

connected components of fi/fijy correspond to the two types of automorphisms

mentioned above.

Since the machinery we used from the theory of algebraic groups depended on

the groups being solvable and connected, the approach we used in §§1 and 2

cannot be carried over to multiple-branch singularities.
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